IOWA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

To Office       Bridges and Structures                        Date      September 1, 2011
Attention       All Employees                                    Ref No.   521.1
From            Gary Novey                                       
Office          Bridges and Structures
Subject         Release of the SOST-11 Steel Overhead Sign Truss Standards. (CADD M0218)

Electronic copies are available in the following Office of Bridges and Structures standard directory W:\Highway\Bridge\Standards\Bridges and on the Internet:

http://www.iowadot.gov/bridge/standard.htm

This is the release of the new Steel Overhead Sign Truss Standards.

The steel overhead sign truss standards include details for a steel overhead truss, steel support posts, and concrete footing details.

These sign truss standards do not include DMS detail sheets. The DMS detail sheets will be added to these standards at a later release date.

For any questions, please check with Stuart Nielsen or Thayne Sorenson.
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